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a major breakthrough in the development of the virtual musician: melodyne can now edit even polyphonic material
like vocal chords or guitar parts. it's not just an instrument for playing music; it's a total toolbox for all kinds of

musical work! no longer is it necessary to have a music software on your computer and to import all your melodies,
you can simply import your audio material in melodyne via the import function and can easily edit all your files. .. a
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you can now use melodyne as easily as any other mac application. you can open files directly, send files to
melodyne, drag and drop files, and load files into melodyne. moreover, melodyne now offers a comprehensive, multi-
track workflow. as soon as the first instrument or the first vocal track of a song is imported into melodyne, the rest of
the song becomes available for editing. you can even use the imported instruments or vocals as a regular part of the
song and use melodyne's editing tools to change or improve them. you can even synchronize your editing with the

song.
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